


Company

VOCHOC is a Czech certified company established in 1991. Since the very beginning, we have 
been focused on the development and production of the personal protective equipment against 
heat risks under our own brand GoodPRO. In 2010 we introduced a special FireProgramme 
branded protective equipment for firefighters made of innovative materials – it has become 
one of the company flagships since then. 

The brand GoodPRO ensures not only 100% protection, but also comfort and quality. It 
significantly contributes to your success while working in extreme environments.

Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft, A-4860 Lenzing, Austria World Leader in Cellulose Technology fibers@lenzing.com www.lenzing.com

Lenzing FR® QPP - Qualitäty Partner Progam

The Company

hereby received the certificate to be named as,

……………………
Martin Neunteufel
Enduse Market Manager Lenzing FR®

Herby certifies that Vochoc s.r.o. is entitled to use
the Lenzing FR® label for following products in
Czech Republic:
Flame resistant protective apparel for industrial
applications.

The holder of that certificate is under an obligation to
use the Lenzing FR® brand only in conjunction with the
products conform with the Lenzing FR® branding
procedure.

Lenzing AG shall be entitled to prematurely withdraw that
certificate for cause and with immediate effect from the
user in case of any violation of the Lenzing FR®
branding regulations.

………………………………….
Ulf Mathes
Customer Service Lenzing FR®

C E r T i F i C a T E

Vochoc, s.r.o.,
CZ – 31800 Pilsen

Lenzing FR® Quality Partner
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These materials ensure not only a high level of protection 

against fire, heat and flame with minimum heat shrinkage, 
but mainly extra breathability which significantly contributes 
to the optimum thermoregulation of the wearer.

The most important benefit of GoodPRO suits is the use of the most 

innovative materials with high percentage of natural, inherently and 
permanently non-flammable fibres Lenzing FR

®.

In the field of the development of protective clothing, vochoc keeps in touch with the latest 
technology and material trends. vochoc is an official Lenzing Quality Partner for the Czech 
Republic and hence it has a direct support of the leading world producer of innovative natural 
fibres – the Austrian company Lenzing AG. We also closely cooperate with the Technical University 
in Liberec, West Bohemian University in Plzeň and the Regional Innovative Centre of Electrical 
Engineering.

Together with other Czech companies focused on smart textiles, vochoc 

participates in several international research projects such as, for example, 
Advantex.

The tests were performed under certain physical strain. The 
thermal image of the tested garment containing Lenzing FR

®
 

fibres (left) was taken in a special climatic test chamber with 
the permanent temperature 35°C. The results prove that the 
garment releases body heat, unlike 100% aramid garment 
(right).

We test our protective GoodPRO garments not only in 

special flashover containers, but also in independent 
authorized test laboratories. All tests are performed in 
compliance with valid EN standards. We can present 
the official burn prediction report issued by the 
independent Swiss institute EMPA and Spanish textile 
research institute aitex.
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FR innovative materials
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line Z   500°C

EN 407 EN 388

701 705 702

700 706 708

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line Z are designed for foundries, 
engineering, metallurgical and glass industry.

3-layer protective gloves against heat 

and mechanical risks. Recommended for 
handling hot objects (up to 500°C) over 
brief periods. Protection against contact 
heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear 
resistant. Gloves with back made of 
aluminized layer provide extra protection 
against radiant heat and molten metal 
splash.

Material:
Palm: aramid, weight 600 g/m2

Back:  aluminized aramid, weight 370 g/m2

Insulation: wool
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line Z   500°C

Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

700 1-400900AL 10 35 cm 4344X4 154X
706 3-400900AL 10 35 cm 4344X4 154X
708 5-400900AL 10 35 cm 4344X4 154X
701 1-400400 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
705 3-400400 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
702 5-400400 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
712 103-400 10 26 cm 434X4X 154X

double sided use
717 103-400 longer 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
711 102-4002F 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
709 301-400 10 35 cm 434X4X 154X
704 Cover 100-4002 10 26 cm do not use separately

712 717

704

709711



311 313 315

319

310 312 314 321

Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

311 1-K900AL 10 35 cm 4244X4 154X
313 3-K900AL 10 35 cm 4244X4 154X
315 5-K900AL 10 35 cm 4244X4 154X
310 1-KK 10 35 cm 42XXXX 154X
312 3-KK 10 35 cm 42XXXX 154X
314 5-KK 10 35 cm 42XXXX 154X
319 103-K 10 26 cm 42XXXX 154X

double sided use
321 30-K 10 35 cm 42XXXX 154X
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line K    500°C

EN 407 EN 388

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line K are designed for foundries, 
engineering, metallurgical and glass industry.

3-layer protective gloves against heat 

and mechanical risks. Recommended for 
handling hot objects (up to 500°C) over 
brief periods. Protection against contact 
heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear 
resistant. Gloves with back made of 
aluminized layer provide extra protection 
against radiant heat and molten metal 
splash.

Material:
Palm: aramid, weight 320 g/m2 

Back:  aluminized  aramid, weight 370 g/m2 

Insulation: wool



900 901 902

906

903 904 905 907

Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

900 1F-C900AL 10 35 cm 4334X4 154X
901 3F-C900AL 10 35 cm 4334X4 154X
902 5F-C900AL 10 35 cm 4334X4 154X
903 1F-CC 10 35 cm 43XXXX 154X
904 3F-CC 10 35 cm 43XXXX 154X
905 5F-CC 10 35 cm 43XXXX 154X
906 103F-C 10 26 cm 43XXXX 154X

double sided use
907 301F-C 10 35 cm 43XXXX 154X
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line C   600°C

EN 407 EN 388

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line C are designed for foundries, 
engineering, metallurgical and glass industry.

3-layer protective gloves against heat 

and mechanical risks. Recommended for 
handling hot objects (up to 600°C) over 
brief periods. Protection against contact 
heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear 
resistant. Gloves with back made of 
aluminized layer provide extra protection 
against radiant heat and molten metal 
splash. 

Material:
Palm: aramid/carbon, weight 600 g/m2 

Back:  aluminized aramid, weight 370 g/m2 

Insulation: wool



600 607 602

608

616

614 613 617

601 605 606 620

Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

600 1-P22F900AL 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X
607 1-P22F900AL400 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X
602 3-P22F900AL 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X
616 3-P22F900AL400 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X

601 5-P22F900AL 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X

605 5-P22F900AL400 10 35 cm 4444X4 154X

608 1-P22FP22 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X
614 1-P22FP22400 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X
603 3-P22FP22 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X without photo
613 3-P22FP22400 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X
606 5-P22FP22 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X  

609 5-P22FP22400 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X without photo
620 103-P22F 10 26 cm 44XXXX 154X

double sided use
617 103-P22F400 10 35 cm 44XXXX 154X
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line P   1000°C

EN 407 EN 388

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line P are 

designed for foundries, engineering, 
metallurgical and glass industry.

4-layer protective gloves against heat 

and mechanical risks. Recommended for 
handling hot objects (up to 1000°C) over 
brief periods. Protection against contact 
heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear 
resistant. Gloves with back made of 
aluminized layer provide extra protection 
against radiant heat and molten metal 
splash.

Material:
Palm:  aramid/glass/PBI, weight 750 g/m2 

Back:  aluminized  aramid, weight 370 g/m2 

Cuff: aramid, weight 600 g/m2 (economic variant) 
Insulation: aramid, wool



Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

44012 1-terryA 10 35 cm 43XXXX 2X4X
44013 3-terryA 10 35 cm 43XXXX 2X4X
44018 5-terryA 10 35 cm 43XXXX 2X4X
44015 103-terryA 10 26 cm 43XXXX 2X4X

double sided use
44014 301-terryA 10 35 cm 43XXXX 2X4X

44012 44013 44018

44015

44014

EN 407 EN 388

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line S are 

designed for foundries, engineering, 
metallurgical and glass industry.

3-layer protective gloves against heat 

and mechanical risks. Recommended 
for handling hot objects (up to 500°C) 
over brief periods. Protection against 
contact heat and flame. Abrasion and 
tear resistant.

Material:
Palm: aramid terry, weight 650 g/m2 

Back: aramid terry, weight 650 g/m2 

Insulation: wool
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line S   500°C



146 147136

133 134 46013

Order No. Type Size Length EN 407 EN 388 Description

146 1-L900AL 10 35 cm 4134X4
147 3-L900AL 10 35 cm 4134X4
136 5-L900AL 10 35 cm 4134X4
133 5-WL02ALR 10 35 cm 412444 3224 EN 12477 – type A
134 5-LW900AL 10 35 cm 412X4X 2133 EN 12477 – type A

46013 ANTDI15 10 35 cm 413X4X 4144 EN 12477 – type A
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO - line L    250°C

EN 12477EN 407 EN 388

Use:

Protective gloves GoodPRO line L are designed for foundries, 
engineering, metallurgical and glass industry and welding.

Leather protective gloves against heat 
and mechanical risks. Recommended for 
handling hot objects (up to 250°C) over 
brief periods. Protection against contact 
heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear 
resistant. Gloves with back made of 
aluminized layer provide extra protection 
against radiant heat and molten metal 
splash. 

Material:
Palm: leather with thermostable finish 

Back:  aluminized aramid, weight 370 g/m2 

Insulation: wool



Gloves 1-400900AL, with leather reinforcement700/500

EN 407 

4344X4
EN 388 

154X

717/502

EN 407 

434X4X
EN 388 

154X

EN 407 

1028

EN 407 

42314X

EN 388

3143

3-layer protective gloves against heat and mechanical risks. Recommended 
for handling hot objects (up to 500°C) over brief periods. Protection against 
contact heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear resistant. Protection against 
radiant heat and spatter (molten metal splash). Palm and thumb reinforced 
with thermostable leather to improve abrasion resistance and durability.

Material:
Palm:  aramid, weight 600 g/m2 + leather with thermostable finish
Back: aluminized aramid, weight 370 g/m2

Insulation: wool

Gloves 103-400 with steel cover

3-layer protective gloves against heat and mechanical risks. Recommended 
for handling hot objects (up to 500°C) over brief periods. Protection against 
contact heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear resistant. Steel cover is 
attached with steel botton fastening. It significantly improves protection 
against contact heat, abrasion resistance and durability.

Material:
Palm: aramid, weight 600 g/m2 + steel cover

Back:  aramid, weight 600 g/m2 + steel cover

Insulation: wool

Aluminized protective shield for gloves

Aluminized protective shield for gloves against heat risks. Protection against 
radiant heat, open flame, spatter and iron scales during welding. Significantly 
improves heat resistance and extends lifetime of gloves.
GoodPRO aluminized protective shields for gloves are designed especially for 
welding, engineering and metallurgical industry.

Material:
Outer layer: aluminized aramid, weight 370 g/m2

Inner layer: leather with thermostable finish

Gloves 5-AC900AL

2-layer protective gloves against heat and mechanical risks. Recommended 
for handling hot objects (up to 250°C) over brief periods. Protection against 
contact heat and flame. Abrasion, cut and tear resistant. Gloves provide extra 
protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash. Great dexterity and 
wear resistance. 
Protective gloves GoodPRO are designed for foundries, engineering, 
metallurgical and glass industry.

Material:
Palm:   aramid/carbon, weight 500 g/m2

Back:  aluminized aramid
Insulation: wool lining

Gloves MANT/D

Leather protective gloves against heat and mechanical risks. Recommended 
for handling hot objects (up to 300°C) over brief periods. Protection against 
contact heat and flame. Abrasion, cut, tear and puncture resistant. 
Designed for metallurgical and glass industry, engineering, foundries and food 
processing industry (for example bakeries)

Material:
Palm/back: leather with thermostable finish
Insulation: wool lining

EN 407 

4234X4

EN 388

154X

920

46022
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Gloves against heat risks GoodPRO



45014

45019

EN 407 

44XXXX
EN 388 

4343

45013
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Gloves and accessories against heat risks

Gloves GBKL 7E/13

EN 407 

4442XX
EN 388 

3X4X

EN 407 

44XXXX
EN 388 

2441

EN ISO 

14116

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection against 
heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for handling 
very hot objects up to 1000°C while maintaining 
high dexterity. Excellent  wear resistance.

Material:
Palm/back:  meta-aramid terry with wool lining, 

weight 1300 g/m2

Cuff: cow split 1,5 mm
Length: 38 cm

Gloves SANDOU

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection against 
heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for handling 
hot objects up to 500°C while maintaining good 
dexterity and wear resistance.

Material:
Palm:  aramid terry with wool lining,  

weight 550 g/m2

Back/cuff:  cow split 1,1 mm
Length: 39 cm

Gloves HOTOiLCUT

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection against 
heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for handling hot 
objects up to 500°C, withstands hot oil and water. 
Impermeable with good wear resistance.

Material:
Palm/back:  aramid terry with wool lining,  

weight 1300 g/m2

Inner lining: PVC membrane
Length: 35 cm

Gloves WETCUT/01

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection against 
mechanical risks. High quality, strength, durability 
and very high dexterity.

Material:
Palm/back:  cow split 1 mm with waterproof finish
Inner lining: knit Dyneema/Polyamid
Length: 26 cm

Terry sweatshirt ME/VP

Protective terry sweatshirt against heat risks. Made 
of 100% cotton with reliable and permanent flame 
retardant PROBAN® finish. Stand-up collar and 
sleeves with cuffs made of knitted aramid fabric. 
Designed especially for glass industry.

Material:
100% cotton terry with flame retardant PROBAN® 

finish

EN 388

2342

45022

46018
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Gloves and accessories against heat risks

Gloves GCRM

EN 407 

X2XXXX

EN 388 

2223

46014

EN 407 

X1XXXX

EN 388 

1241

46015

EN 407 

43XXXX

EN 388

244X

46019

EN 407 

X1XXXX

EN 388

244X

46020

EN 407 

X2XXXX

EN 388

1241

46021

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection 
against heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for 
handling hot objects up to 250°C. High quality, 
comfort and dexterity. Designed especially for 
glass industry.

Material:
Palm/back:  100% topstitched heavy brushed 

cotton

Cuff: 100% heavy cotton canvas
Length: 35 cm

Gloves BC/DJ/MB15

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection 
against heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for 
handling hot objects up to 100°C. High quality, 
comfort and dexterity. Designed especially for 
glass industry.

Material:
Palm/back: 100% heavy cotton terry
Insulation: 100% cotton knitted fabric

Gloves GTA/D

5-finger glove, ergonomic design. Protection 
against heat and mechanical risks. Suitable for 
handling hot objects up to 350°C. High quality, 
comfort and dexterity. Designed especially for 
glass and metallurgical industry, foundries, 
engineering.

Material:
Palm/back: 100% aramid
Insulation: 100% wool lining  

Sleeves MBCK

Elastic sleeve with a thumb hole. Protection 
against heat and mechanical risks. Suitable 
for handling hot objects. High quality and great 
comfort. Designed especially for glass and 
metallurgical industry, foundries and engineering. 

Material:
100% aramid, double layer, length 45 cm

Sleeves MANC/BC/50

Elastic sleeve with a thumb hole. Protection 
against heat and mechanical risks. Suitable 
for handling hot objects. High quality and great 
comfort. Designed especially for glass and 
metallurgical industry, foundries and engineering. 

Material:
100% cotton terry, length 50 cm
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4607

4662

4602
4612

4610

4632

4663

The fabrics ensure flame retardant 
properties suitable for long-term use.  
Fabrics withstand up-to-date laundering 
and dry cleaning processes. They provide 
protection against heat risks in different 
working environments.

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1

60

Use:

Protective suit GoodPRO FR1 

Martin ensures basic protection 

with a wide range of use. Designed 
for engineering, metallurgical and 
glass industry. Recommended as an 
additional inner protective layer with 
aluminized suits.

Basic protective suit against heat 

risks. Made of 100% cotton with 
reliable and permanent flame 
retardant finish. Available in blue 
colour and standard design.

Material:
100% cotton, weight 300 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant finish

Suit GoodPRO FR1 Martin

EN ISO 11611
 class 1
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6612

6663

6632

6607

6662

6602

6610

PROBAN® is a quality controlled technological 
process that provides fabrics with flame retardant 
properties suitable for long-term use. PROBAN® 

fabrics withstand up-to-date laundering and dry 
cleaning processes. They provide protection against 
heat risks in different working environments.

Properties tested after 50 washing cycles remain 
the same. 

Material:
100% cotton, weight 340 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish  

Use:

GoodPRO FR5 Katka is a basic protective suit 

with a wide range of use. Designed for welding, 
engineering, metallurgical and glass industry. 
Recommended as an additional inner protective 
layer with aluminized suits. 

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 1

75

Protective suit against heat risks designed 
especially for welding. Made of 100% 
cotton with reliable and permanent flame 
retardant PROBAN® finish. Available 
in blue-black combination in standard 
design. 

Suit GoodPRO FR5 Katka
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6707

6762

6702
6712

6710

6732

6763

PROBAN® is a quality controlled technological 
process that provides fabrics with flame retardant 
properties suitable for long-term use. PROBAN® 

fabrics withstand up-to-date laundering and dry 
cleaning processes. They provide protection against 
heat risks in different working environments.

60

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 E1 F1

EN ISO 11611
class 1

 

EN ISO 20471
class 1

Use:

GoodPRO FR5 Katka HV is a basic protective suit with a wide range 
of use. Designed for welding, engineering, metallurgical and glass 
industry.  

Material:
100% cotton, weight 340 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish

Protective suit against heat risks designed 
especially for welding. Made of 100% 
cotton with reliable and permanent flame 
retardant PROBAN® finish.  Standard 
design in Hi-Vis orange with 3M yellow 
reflective tapes.

Suit GoodPRO FR5 Katka HV

Properties tested after 50 washing cycles remain 
the same.
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8712

8763

8732

8707

8762

8702

8710

Special combination of inherently and 
permanently non-flammable fibres provides 
excellent protection against heat and flame. It 
also offers high comfort of use.

60 A

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 E1

Use:

GoodPRO FR8 David is a special protective 

suit with a wide range of use. Designed for 
metallurgy of non-ferrous metals, production 
of cement and foundries.

Protective suit against heat risks designed 
mainly for metallurgy.  Made of inherently 
and permanently non-flammable fabric 
Panox® / Kevlar®. Suitable especially for 
non-ferrous metal foundries and cement 
factories. Available in green colour and 
standard design.

Material:
70% Panox®, 30% Kevlar®, weight 260 g/m2 

Suit GoodPRO FR8 David
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20607

20662

20602
20612

20610

20632

20663

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-
flammable cellulose fibre, which provides excellent 
protection against heat and flame. It also offers high 
comfort of use with extra breathability and minimum 
heat shrinkage. 

Protective suit with a high level of protection 
against heat risks designed for metallurgy. 
Made of inherently and permanently non-
flammable blend of fibres Lenzing FR® / wool / 
polyamide / aramid. Suitable especially for 
aluminium foundries. Textile washable option 

to aluminized suits providing higher level of 

comfort at comparable prices.  Available in 
blue-orange combination and standard design.

Material:
54% Lenzing FR®, 20% wool, 20% polyamide,  
5% aramid, 1% Belltron, weight 375 g/m2

60

Use:

GoodPRO FHR1 Maxim is a special protective suit with a wide 
range of use. Designed for aluminium foundries and metallurgy 
of non-ferrous metals.  

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 D3 E3 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 2

EN 1149-5

Suit GoodPRO FHR1 Maxim
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21412

21463

21432

21407

21462

21402

21410

Hybrid fabric made of combination 
of several synthetic inherently non-

flammable fibres and natural cellulose.  
Permanently flame resistant woven 
material.

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
class 1

 

EN 1149-5

Use:

GoodPRO FR10 Otakar is a universal multi-

norm protective suit with a wide range of 
use. Designed for petrochemical and gas 
industry, power engineering, refineries and ADR 
transport.

60

Material:
54% modacrylic, 44% cellulose, 2% Belltron, 
weight 260 g/m2

Hybrid multi-norm protective suit 

made of modacryl and cellulose fibres 
which ensure a high level of protection.  
Available in blue-blue combination in 
comfortable design.

Suit GoodPRO FR10 Otakar
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8607

8662

8602
8612

8610

8632

8663

PROBAN® is a quality controlled technological 
process that provides fabrics with flame 
retardant properties suitable for long-term 
use. PROBAN® fabrics withstand up-to-date 
laundering and dry cleaning processes. They 
provide protection against heat risks in different 
working environments.

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 1

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
typ 6

Use:

GoodPRO FR7 Jakub is a basic multi-norm protective suit with a 
wide range of use. Designed for petrochemical and gas industry, 
power engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

60

Material:
79% cotton, 20% polyester, 1% antistat, 
weight 260 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish

Multi-norm protective suit made of high 
quality blended fabric cotton/polyester 
with permanent flame retardant PROBAN® 

finish.  
Excellent price-performance ratio. 

Standard design in blue-grey with  3M 

silver reflective tapes.

Suit GoodPRO FR7 Jakub
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8512

8563

8532

8507

8562

8502

8510

PROBAN® is a quality controlled technological 
process that provides fabrics with flame 
retardant properties suitable for long-term 
use. PROBAN® fabrics withstand up-to-date 
laundering and dry cleaning processes. They 
provide protection against heat risks in different 
working environments.

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 1

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

EN ISO 20471 
class 1

Use:

GoodPRO FR7 Jakub HV is a basic multi-norm protective suit with 
a wide range of use. Designed for petrochemical and gas industry, 
power engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

60

Material:
79% cotton, 20% polyester, 1% antistat,  
weight 260 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish

Multi-norm protective suit made of high 
quality blended fabric cotton/polyester with 
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish. 
Excellent price-performance ratio. 

Comfortable design in hi-vis blue-yellow 
combination with 3M silver reflective tapes.

Suit GoodPRO FR7 Jakub HV
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21207

21262

21202
21212

21210

21232

21263

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-
flammable cellulose fibre, which provides excellent 
protection against heat and flame. It also offers high 
comfort of use with extra breathability and minimum 
heat shrinkage. 

Best seller. Excellent price-performance ratio.  

A multi-norm protective suit made of innovative 
inherently and permanently non-flammable fibres 
Lenzing FR® / aramid/ polyamide which ensure 
a high level of protection. Comfortable design in 
blue-blue combination with 3M silver reflective 
tapes.

Material:
65% Lenzing FR®, 22% aramid, 12% polyamide,  
1% Belltron, weight 250 g/m2 

60

Use:

GoodPRO SF1 Oliver is an all-purpose multi-norm 

protective suit with a wide range of use. Designed for 
petrochemical and gas industry, power engineering, 
refineries and ADR transport.

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
class 2

 

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

IEC 61482-2 
ATPV=27 cal/cm2

Suit GoodPRO SF1 Oliver
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21312

21363

21332

21307

21362

21302

21310

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently 
non-flammable cellulose fibre, which provides 
excellent protection against heat and flame. 
It also offers high comfort of use with extra 
breathability and minimum heat shrinkage. 

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
class 1 

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

IEC 61482-2
ATPV=27 cal/cm2

Use:

GoodPRO SF1 Oliver HV is an all-purpose multi-norm protective 

suit with a wide range of use. Designed for petrochemical and gas 
industry, power engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

60

Material:
65% Lenzing FR®, 22% aramid, 12% polyamide,  
1% Belltron, weight 250 g/m2

Suit GoodPRO SF1 Oliver HV

Best seller. Excellent price-performance ratio.  

A multi-norm protective suit made of innovative 
inherently and permanently non-flammable fibres 
Lenzing FR® /aramid /polyamide which ensure a high 
level of protection. Comfortable design in hi-vis blue-

yellow combination with 3M silver reflective tapes.

EN ISO 20471
class 1
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20107

20162

20102
20112

20110

20132

20163

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-
flammable cellulose fibre, which provides excellent 
protection against heat and flame. It also offers high 
comfort of use with extra breathability and minimum 
heat shrinkage. 

60

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
class 1

 

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

EN 61482-1-2
class 1 (4kA)

Use:

GoodPRO SF1 Oskar is an all-purpose multi-

norm protective suit with a wide range of use. 
Designed for petrochemical and gas industry, power 
engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

Suit GoodPRO SF1 Oskar

Quality multi-norm protective suit with a 
high level of protection. Made of innovative 
inherently and permanently non-
flammable fibres Lenzing FR® /aramid. 
Available in dark blue in comfortable 
design.

Material:
50% Kermel®, 49% Lenzing FR®, 1% Belltron, 
weight 260 g/m2 
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20212

20263

20232

20207

20262

20202

20210

Traditional material NOMEX®. Fully synthetic 
inherently flame resistant fibres ensure 
non-flammable properties, high abrasion 
resistance and durability.

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1

EN ISO 11611
class 1 

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

Use:

GoodPRO SF2 Mario is an all-purpose multi-

norm protective suit with a wide range of 
use. Designed for petrochemical and gas 
industry, power engineering, refineries and ADR 
transport.

60

Material:
Nomex®Comfort: 93% Nomex®, 5% Kevlar®, 2% P140, 
weight 220 g/m2

Multi-norm protective suit with a high 
level of protection. Made of inherently and 
permanently non-flammable traditional 
fabric NOMEX® Comfort. Available in dark 
blue with 3M silver reflective tapes in 
comfortable design.

Suit GoodPRO SF2 Mario
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20402
20412

20463

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-flammable 
cellulose fibre, which provides excellent protection against heat 
and flame. It also offers high comfort of use with extra breathability 
and minimum heat shrinkage. 

EN ISO 11612
A1 B2 C1 F1

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

EN 61482-1-2
class 2 (7kA)

EN 343

Use:

GoodPRO SF3 Alex is an all-purpose multi-norm protective suit 

with a wide range of use. Designed for petrochemical and gas 
industry, power engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

60

Material:
Outer layer:   65% Lenzing FR®, 22% aramid, 12% polyamide,  

1% Belltron, weight 250 g/m2

Inner layer:   50% Kermel®, 50% Lenzing FR®, laminated PU 
membrane, weight 170 g/m2

2-layer multi-norm protective suit made of 
innovative inherently and permanently non-
flammable materials Lenzing FR®/aramid/
polyamide which ensure a high level of 
protection. Constructed with a vapor barrier 
(waterproof breathable membrane with lining), 
detachable waterproof hood and back extension 
on jacket, the suit offers a reliable protection 

against water, rain and wind. Available in blue-
grey combination with 3M silver reflective tapes. 

Suit GoodPRO SF3 Alex
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1384

1382

1381

1383

1380

Special combination of inherently and permanently non-flammable 
fibres provides excellent protection against heat and flame. High 
comfort of use.

Multi-layer protective suit against heat risks 
made of several permanently non-flammable 
fabrics Kevlar®/Panox®/meta-aramid/cotton 
with PROBAN® finish. A thick insulation layer 
provides an excellent protection against 
extreme convective, radiant and contact heat 
and flame. Available in basic design in green.  

Material:
Outer layer:  70% Panox®, 30% Kevlar®,   

weight 260 g/m2

Insulation:    meta-aramid felt,  
weight 300 g/m2

Inner layer:    100% cotton, weight 300 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant finish

 

60 A

Use:

GoodPRO HR3 Petr is a special protective suit. Designed for 
foundries and glassworks and for maintenance and overhauls of 
melting, glass and calcining furnaces.

EN ISO 11612
A1 B4 C1

EN 702

Suit GoodPRO HR3 Petr
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2FR66253 _100 

2FR66220

EN ISO 11612
A1 C1

EN ISO 11611
class 1 A1 

class 2 A1

EN 388
1332

Use:

Suit GoodPRO FR6 Ben II is designed for welding, operation of 
welding machines, grinding, metal-working industry, manipulation with 
sharp metal plates and protection against heat and flame.

60

Suit GoodPRO FR6 Ben II

The material made of firm and heat resistant 
fibres TEIJIN TWARON blended with viscose 
fibres Lenzing FR® ensures a high level of 

comfort and easy maintenance. Next material 
used is cotton fabric with permanently flame 
retardant PROBAN® finish. This light-weight suit 
provides the same level of protection as heavy 
traditional textile and leather suits.
The suit FR6 Ben II is a washable option to 
traditional leather suits for welders. It provides 
the wearer with a higher level of comfort while 
maintaining the same level of protection.

Material:
Lenzing FR®, TEIJIN TWARON®, weight 310 g/m2 

100% cotton, weight 340 g/m2,  
permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish

New protective suit FR6 Ben II for welders offering a 
high level of protection against heat and mechanical risks 
(cut resistance). The construction based on detachable 
modules and used materials both enable a wide range of 
modifications to reach a high level of comfort, minimise 
the work strain and, at the same time, keep the low 
operational costs.

2FR66251_100

2FR66250

2FR66251
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PROBAN® is a quality controlled technological process that provides fabrics with flame 
retardant properties suitable for long-term use. PROBAN® fabrics withstand up-to-date 
laundering and dry cleaning processes. They provide protection against heat risks in 
different working environments.

PROBAN® is a quality controlled 
technological process that provides 
fabrics with flame retardant properties 
suitable for long-term use. PROBAN® 

fabrics withstand up-to-date laundering 
and dry cleaning processes. They 
provide protection against heat risks in 
different working environments.

6612W

6661W

6602W

8612W

8661W

8602W

Protective winter suit against heat risks with a non-detachable flame 
retardant fleece thermal lining. Constructed with a detachable waterproof 
hood and a back extension on jacket. Made of 100% cotton with 
quality permanent flame retardant  PROBAN® finish. Provides also a 
reliable protection against cold. Available in blue-black combination and 
comfortable design.

Multi-norm protective winter suit with a detachable flame retardant 
thermal fleece lining Xena. Constructed with a detachable waterproof 
hood and a back extension on jacket. Made of quality blend of cotton/
polyester with permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish. Provides 
reliable protection against cold and heat risks. Excellent price-
performance ratio. Available in blue-grey combination with 3M silver 

reflective tapes and comfortable design.

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 1

EN 14058

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 1

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

EN 14058

Material:
Outer layer:  100% cotton, weight 340 g/m2,  

permanent flame retardant PROBAN® finish

Inner layer: 100% polyester, weight 240 g/m2

Material:
Outer layer:  79% cotton, 20% polyester, 1% antistat,  

weight 260 g/m2, permanent flame retardant 
PROBAN® finish

Inner layer: 70% modacrylic, 30% Rayon, weight 410 g/m2

60

60

Use:

GoodPRO FR5 Katka is a basic winter protective suit with a wide range of use. 
Designed for welding, engineering and metallurgy.

Use:

GoodPRO FR7 Jakub is a basic winter 
protective suit with a wide range of use. 
Designed for petrochemical and gas 
industry, power engineering, refineries and 
ADR transport.

Winter suit GoodPRO FR5 Katka

Winter suit GoodPRO FR7 Jakub
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Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-flammable cellulose fibre, which 
provides excellent protection against heat and flame. It also offers high comfort of use 
with extra breathability and minimum heat shrinkage. 

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-flammable cellulose fibre, which provides 
excellent protection against heat and flame. It also offers high comfort of use with extra breathability 
and minimum heat shrinkage. 

21202W
21212W

21261W

20402W
20412W

20463W

Our best seller! A multi-norm protective winter suit with 
a detachable flame retardant thermal fleece lining Xena. 
Constructed with a detachable waterproof hood and a back 
extension on jacket. The suit is made of innovative inherently 
and permanently non-flammable materials Lenzing FR® /aramid / 

polyamide. Provides a reliable protection against cold and heat 
risks. Excellent price-performance ratio. Available in blue-blue 
combination with 3M silver reflective tapes and comfortable 
design.

3-layer multi-norm protective winter suit with a detachable flame retardant thermal 
fleece lining Xena. Equipped with a detachable waterproof hood and back extension  
on jacket.  It is made of innovative inherently and permanently non-flammable 
materials Lenzing FR®/aramid/polyamide which ensure a high level of protection. 
Constructed with a vapor barrier (waterproof breathable membrane with lining), the 

suit offers a reliable protection against water, rain and wind. Available in blue-grey 
combination with 3M silver reflective tapes.

Material:
Outer layer:  65% Lenzing FR®, 22% aramid, 12% polyamide, 1% Belltron, weight 250 g/m2

Inner layer: 70% modacrylic, 30% Rayon, weight 410 g/m2

Material:
Outer layer:   65% Lenzing FR®, 22% aramid, 12% polyamide,  

1% Belltron, weight 250 g/m2

Inner layer:  50% Kermel®, 50% Lenzing FR®, laminated PU membrane, 
weight 170 g/m2

Insulation layer:  70% modacrylic, 30% Rayon, weight 410 g/m2

60

60

Use:

GoodPRO SF1 Oliver is a universal multi-norm protective winter suit with a wide range 
of use. Designed for petrochemical, and gas industry, power engineering, refineries 
and ADR transport. 

Use:

GoodPRO SF3 Alex is an all-purpose multi-norm protective suit with a wide range of use. 
Designed for petrochemical and gas industry, power engineering, refineries and ADR transport.

Winter suit GoodPRO SF1 Oliver

Winter suit GoodPRO SF3 Alex

EN 61482-1-2
class 2 (7kA)

EN ISO 11612
A1 B2 C1 F1

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

EN 343 EN 14058

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611
 class 2

EN 1149-5 EN 13034+A1
Typ 6

IEC 61482-2
ATPV=27 cal/cm2

EN 14058
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Suit GoodPRO HR2 FireFly

Description:
A special reflective aluminized suit GoodPRO HR2 

FireFly against radiant heat and flame.
Available in 5 material options.
Manufactured in 3 basic designs:
- coat with an attached hood, trousers
- overall with an attached hood
- hood, coat and trousers

Every single suit is supplied with special protective 
gloves with silicone coated palm, aluminized heat 
resistant shoe covers or special shoes equipped with 
silicone sole suitable for the direct exposure to fire.

The suit is made of top quality materials in 3-layer or 
4-layer version (including vapor barrier).

The hood is equipped with panoramic safety gold-
coated reflective glass visor against radiant heat.

The sleeves are manufactured with adjustable wrists 
and inner cuffs.

The double safety enclosure (Velcro and zip) is 
extended from the knee up to the hood which 
enables an easy manipulation. The hem of the coat 
is made of elastic rubber band to protect the wearer 
against radiant heat.

The coat is designed to accommodate the self-
contained breathing apparatus.

EN 1486
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Suit GoodPRO HR2 FireFly

The trousers are manufactured with 
adjustable braces and waist, the hem is 
made of elastic rubber band. They have 
a special side fastening which enables 
the wearer an easy manipulation with the 
suit and shoes.
5-finger gloves with inner cuffs are 
manufactured with special silicone 
coated palm to get maximum dexterity 
and anti-slip effect. 

Shoe protection available in two options:
-  aluminized heat resistant covers with 
snap fastening

-  special shoes with silicone sole 
suitable for the direct exposure to fire

GoodPRO HR2 FireFly reflective suit is 
manufactured in one size only.

The special construction enables an easy 

adjustment to any size needed.
The suit is supplied in a special holdall 
bag. The total weight is approx. 7.9 kg.

protection & comfort 
strength & success
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materials overall hood coat trausers coat with hood gloves cover for shoes special shoes

variant 1 1401 1402 1403 1404 1405 1406 1407 1408

outer layer:  100% para-aramid with double aluminized coating, Gentex Dual Mirror 300 g/m2, weave RipStop
membrane:  PUFR membrane
insulation layer:  100% meta-aramid felt 380 g/m2, 100% meta-aramid 110 g/m2, RipStop

variant 2 1501 1502 1503 1504 1505 1506 1507 1508

outer layer:  100% para-aramid with double aluminized coating, Gentex Dual Mirror 300 g/m2, weave RipStop
insulation layer:  100% meta-aramid felt 340 g/m2

 100% meta-aramid 110 g/m2, RipStop

variant 3 1601 1602 1603 1604 1605 1606 1607 1608

outer layer:  100% para-aramid with double aluminized coating, Gentex Dual Mirror 375 g/m2, weave twill
insulation layer:  felt: 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 520 g/m2

 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 100 g/m2

variant 4 1701 1702 1703 1704 1705 1706 1707 1708

outer layer:  100% aramid with aluminized coating, REX 370 g/m2, weave twill
insulation layer:  felt: 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 520 g/m2

 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 100 g/m2

variant 5 1801 1802 1803 1804 1805 1806 1807 1808

outer layer:  100% aramid with aluminized coating, REX 370 g/m2, weave twill
insulation layer:  felt: 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 520 g/m2

 50% aramid 50% Lenzing FR® 100 g/m2

Suit GoodPRO HR2 FireFly

Use:

Protective reflective suit GoodPRO HR2 FireFly for firefighting and work in environments with 
extreme heat risks; indoor use mainly. 
To get maximum protection and comfort, wear together with DEVOLD® underwear that reduces the risk 
of burn injuries.

cover shoe
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Aluminized suits GoodPRO HR - reflective

1356
1456
1656
1856

1352
1452
1652
1852

Use:

GoodPRO line HR offers special protective 

garments constructed for protection against 
extreme temperatures, molten metal 
splash as well as exposure to open fire. 
Recommended for foundries, metallurgical 
and glass industry. Ideal for maintenance and 
overhauls in petrochemical and gas industry.  

Aluminized protective suits with maximum protection against heat risks made of aramid 
materials coated with reflective aluminized layer. Designed especially for heavy metallurgy and 
glass factories with a high risk of exposure to extreme radiant heat and molten metal splash. 
Available in 4 different material options and several design modifications.

Type:
GoodPRO HR1 Gabriel  - Quality aluminized suit with carbon – higher protection
GoodPRO HR4 Bara  - Basic aluminized suit – our best-seller
GoodPRO HR5 Michael  - Premium double aluminized suit with carbon – the highest protection
GoodPRO HR7 Richard  - Special light and soft aluminized suit – high level of comfort

EN ISO 11612
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Aluminized suits GoodPRO HR - reflective

Aluminium 
Dual Mirror®

Protective film

Heat stable adhesive

Aluminium

Fabric

HR1 Gabriel

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C3 D1 E3 F1

Material:
Aramid / carbon, weight 560 g/m2 

HR4 Bara

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C4 D1 E3 F1

Material:
Aramid, weight 460 g/m2 

HR5 Michael

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C4 D3 E3 F1

Material:
Aramid / carbon, weight 645 g/m2, 
DUAL MIRROR® 

HR7 Richard

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C3 D3 E3 F1

Material:
70% Preox® / 30% aramid,  
weight 460 g/m2

Order No.
Type Description

HR1 HR4 HR5 HR7

1352 1452 1652 1852 Jacket front enclosure  - standard length 90 or 120 cm

1353 1453 1653 1853 Coat back enclosure - standard length 110 or 135 cm

1356 1456 1656 1856 Trousers
1354 1454 1654 1854 Trousers without seat part

1353
1453
1653
1853

1354
1454
1654
1854

protection & comfort 
strength & success
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Aluminized suits GoodPRO HR - reflective

Order No.
Type Description

HR1 HR4 HR5 HR7

1350 1450 1650 1850 Apron length 100 cm
1351 1451 1651 1851 Sleeve length 40 cm
352 452 652 852 Cover protective cover for helmet

1355 1455 1655 1855 Gaiter Velcro tapes - horizontal
1357 1457 1657 1857 Gaiter Velcro tapes - vertical

EN iSo 11612

1351
1451
1651
1851

1355
1455
1655
1855

1357
1457
1657
1857

1350
1450
1650
1850

352
452
652
852
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Aluminized suits GoodPRO HR - reflective

Order No.
Type Description

HR1 HR4 HR5 HR7

351 451 651 851 Hood visor – polycarbonate, transparent
340 440 640 840 Hood visor – polycarbonate, gold
390 465 665 865 Hood visor – glass, transparent
364 464 664 864 Hood visor – glass, gold
354 454 654 854 Front hood visor – polycarbonate, transparent
341 441 641 841 Front hood visor – polycarbonate, gold
393 457 657 857 Front hood visor – glass, transparent
356 456 656 856 Front hood visor – glass, gold

HR1 HR4 HR5 HR7

340

440

640

840

364

464

664

864

390

465

665

865

351

451

651

851

341

441

641

841

393

457

657

857

356

456

656

856

354

454

654

854
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388

Protective helmets and shields

Order No. Type Description

150000 Helmet Thermo-Boss (UVEX) contact heat up to 150ºC

150005 Helmet Intex (VOS-HELME) contact heat up to 150ºC

150190 Polycarbonate visor, gold-coated protective visor against radiant heat (4-4)

150191 Polycarbonate visor, gold-coated, green protective visor against radiant heat (4-5)

150193 Polycarbonate visor, transparent protective visor against mechanical risks

150200 Alu holder of visors and shield holder for all visors and shield

150201 Plastic holder of visors and shield holder for polycarbonate visors

360 Polycarbonate visor, 175x270 mm, transparent protective visor for hoods HR1, HR4, HR5, HR7

388 Polycarbonate visor, 100x200 mm,  gold-coated protective visor for hoods HR1, HR4, HR5, HR7

362 Laminated glass 100x200 mm, gold-coated protective visor for hoods HR1, HR2, HR4, HR5, HR7

378 Laminated glass 100x200 mm, transparent protective visor for hoods HR1, HR4, HR5, HR7

363 Alu window frame 100x200 mm aluminium frame for glass visors

150190

150193
150191

360

362

363

378

150000

150200

150005
150201
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Protective helmets and shields

Order No. Type Description

150301 Metal mesh shield 300x180 with visor 
60x120 mm protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash

150303 Metal mesh shield 300x180 mm protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash

150304 Metal mesh shield  500x300 mm protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash

150306 Metal mesh shield 500x250 with visor  
60x120 mm protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash

150308 Metal mesh shield 500x250 mm protection against radiant heat and molten metal splash

365 Protective glass Infrazor 4-7, 60x120 mm infrazor - protective glass for looking into furnaces and other metal-melting devices, for quenching and etc. It 
is not suitable for arc welding. The use of other types of glasses (for example cobalt) does not ensure protection 
against dazzling and especially against impact of infrared radiation.    368 Protective glass Infrazor 4-8, 60x120 mm

150301

150306

150303

368

365

150304

150308
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Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-flammable 
cellulose fibre, which provides excellent protection against 
heat and flame. It also offers high comfort of use with extra 
breathability and minimum heat shrinkage. 

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1

EN 1149-5 EN ISO 14116
Index 3/5H/40

Material:
70% Lenzing FR®, 28% meta-aramid, 2% antistat,  
weight 175 g/m²

40

Use:

GoodPRO Sandra FR offers a wide range of use. Designed for 
petrochemical and gas industry, power engineering, refineries and 
ADR transport.

Flame retardant antistatic T-shirt with long 
sleeves and collar. Made of innovative inherently 
and permanently non-flammable knitted fabric 
Lenzing FR® / aramid. Available in several colour 
combinations with 3M silver segmented reflective 
tapes.

Shirt GoodPRO Sandra FR

10102
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Flame retardant antistatic shirt with long sleeves and 
collar. Made of innovative inherently and permanently non-
flammable fibres Lenzing FR® / aramid. Comfortable and 
modern design. Available in blue.

Lenzing FR® is an inherently and permanently non-flammable cellulose 
fibre, which provides excellent protection against heat and flame. It 
also offers high comfort of use with extra breathability and minimum 
heat shrinkage. 

40

Use:

GoodPRO Nela FR offers a wide range of use. Designed for 
petrochemical and gas industry, power engineering, refineries and  
ADR transport.

Material:
64% Lenzing FR®, 35% aramid, 1% antistat,  
weight 150 g/m²

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1

EN 1149-5 

Shirt GoodPRO Nela FR

10201
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EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1

EN ISO 14116
index 3/5H/60 

EN 61482-1-2
class 1 (4 kA)

Use:

Flame retardant functional underwear DEVOLD® 

SPIRIT is intended as the first basic protective 
layer worn under a protective suit. Provides a high 
level of protection and comfort. Recommended for 
engineering, metallurgy, glass and gas industry 
refineries, petrochemical industry, power engineering, 
firefighters, rescue teams and special units.

40 P

Material:
50% Lenzing FR®, 50% Merino wool,  
weight 230 g/m2

Flame retardant functional dual layer 

underwear made of natural inherently and 
permanently flame retardant blend of Lenzing FR® 

viscose / Merino wool.  Provides protection against 
heat and cold, reduces the risk of heat stress and 
transports moisture from the body to the outer layer 
where it evaporates. Quality Norwegian Brand. 

Black-grey combination. Ergonomic design with 
elastic flat seams.

Special flame retardant underwear  DEVOLD® SPIRIT

120 219 950

120 228 950

120 240 950

120 100 950

120 146 950
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EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1

EN ISO 14116
index 3/5H/40 

EN 61482-1-2
class 1 (4 kA)

Use:

Flame retardant functional underwear DEVOLD® 

TOTAL is intended as the first basic protective 
layer worn under a protective suit. Provides a high 
level of protection and comfort. Recommended for 
engineering, metallurgy, glass and gas industry 
refineries, petrochemical industry, power engineering, 
firefighters, rescue teams and special units.

40 P

Material:
50% Lenzing FR®, 50% Merino wool,  
weight 220 g/m2 

Flame retardant functional dual layer underwear 

made of natural inherently and permanently flame 
retardant rib knit Lenzing FR® viscose / Merino wool.  
Provides protection against heat and cold, reduces the 
risk of heat stress and transports moisture from the 
body to the outer layer where it evaporates. Quality 

Norwegian Brand. Blue colour. Ergonomic design with 
elastic flat seams. 

Special flame retardant underwear  DEVOLD® TOTAL

109 210 290

109 220 290

109 240 290

109 100 290

109 145 290
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Flame retardant functional dual layer underwear 

made of natural inherently and permanently flame 
retardant rib knit Lenzing FR® viscose / Merino wool.  
Provides protection against heat and cold, reduces the 
risk of heat stress and transports moisture from the 
body to the outer layer where it evaporates. Quality 

Norwegian Brand. Black colour. Ergonomic design 
with elastic flat seams.

Material:
50% Lenzing FR®, 40% Merino wool,  
8% polyamide, 2% nega-stat, weight  230 g/m2

40 P

Use:

Flame retardant functional underwear DEVOLD® 

SAFE is intended as the first basic protective layer 
worn under a protective suit. Provides a high level 
of protection and comfort. Recommended for 
engineering, metallurgy, glass and gas industry 
refineries, petrochemical industry, power engineering, 
firefighters, rescue teams and special units.

EN ISO 11612
A1 A2 B1 C1

EN 1149-5 EN 61482-1-2
class 1 (4 kA)

Special flame retardant antistatic underwear DEVOLD® SAFE

269 210 950

269 220 950

269 240 950

269 124 950

269 146 950
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Flame retardant hoods FR

SPIRIT

TOTAL

SAFE

NOMEX®

392 391 395

120 818 950 120 840 950 120 817 950

109 815 290 109 816 290 109 817 290

269 815 950 269 817 950

Order No. Type Material EN standars

120 818 950 Hood Devold® SPIRIT, double layer

50% Lenzing FR®, 50% Merino wool,  weight 230 g/m2

EN ISO 11612, EN 61482-1-2

120 840 950 Headover Devold® SPIRIT, double layer EN ISO 11612, EN 61482-1-2

120 817 950 Hood Devold® SPIRIT, double layer, double EN 13911 , EN ISO 11612

109 815 290 Hood Devold® TOTAL

50% Lenzing FR®, 50% Merino wool,  weight 220 g/m2

EN ISO 11612, EN 61482-1-2

109 816 290 Hood Devold® TOTAL, double EN ISO 11612, EN 61482-1-2

109 817 290 Hood Devold® TOTAL, double EN 13911 , EN ISO 11612

269 815 950 Hood Devold® SAFE 50% Lenzing FR®, 40% Merino wool, 8% polyamide, 2% NegaStat, 
weight 230 g/m2

EN 13911 , EN ISO 11612, EN 1149-5

269 817 950 Hood Devold® SAFE, double EN 13911 , EN ISO 11612, EN 1149-5

392 Hood NOMEX®, double

NOMEX® comfort

EN ISO 11612

391 Hood NOMEX®, double EN ISO 11612

395 GoodPRO hood HR3, multi-layer
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Protective FR blankets GoodPRO

GoodPRO FR protective blanket 640/100 C

Material:
100% E-glass, 100% carbon, weight 720 g/m2, temperature limit up to 600°C 

Protection against impact of heat and flame, grinding spark and spatter 
(molten metal splash). Excellent insulating properties.
Use:

Protective blankets for welding, heating system maintenance and car body 
service and maintenance. Used to cover weldments to slow down cooling.

Size: 2x1, 2x2, 2x3 m. Dimensions adjusted on request.

1012

GoodPRO FR protective blanket isoTHERM800

Material:
100% E-glass, weight 1250 g/m2, temperature limit up to 800°C 

Protection against impact of heat and flame, grinding spark and spatter 
(molten metal splash). Excellent insulating properties.
Use:

Protective blankets for welding, heating system maintenance and car body 
service and maintenance. Used to cover weldments to slow down cooling.

Size: 2x1, 2x2, 2x3 m. Dimensions adjusted on request.

1027

GoodPRO FR protective blanket Silica

Material:
silicate, weight 1100 g/m2, temperature limit up to 1100°C

Protection against impact of heat and flame, grinding spark and spatter 
(molten metal splash). Excellent insulating properties.
Use:

Protective blankets for welding, heating system maintenance and car body 
service and maintenance.

Size: 2x1, 2x2, 2x3 m. Dimensions adjusted on request.

1017

GoodPRO FR protective blanket isoTHERM1000

Material:
100% E-glass, weight 1200 g/m2, temperature limit up to 1000°C

Protection against impact of heat and flame, grinding spark and spatter 
(molten metal splash). Excellent insulating properties. 
Use:

Protective blankets for welding, heating system maintenance and car body 
service and maintenance. Used to cover weldments to slow down cooling.

Size: 2x1, 2x2, 2x3 m. Dimensions adjusted on request.

1040
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Protective FR curtains GoodPRO

GoodPRO FR protective curtain TEX 350

Material:
100% cotton, weight 350 g/m2, flame retardant finish

Protection against welding spatter and sparks during grinding. Fixed with 
steel eylets or a tunnel.
Use:

Protective curtains for welders, shielding of welding boxes.

Dimensions adjusted on request.

GoodPRO FR protective insulating pad TEX 350

Material:
100% cotton, weight 350 g/m2, flame retardant finish + wool isolation

Protective insulating pad for welders. Dimensions 50x50 cm or 50x100 cm. 
Equipped with handle for better manipulation. 
Use:

Protective cushions and pads for welders.

GoodPRO FR insulation cuffs for flame-cutting machines

Material:
Aluminized aramid fabrics

Protective cuffs for hydraulic and electric installation, protection against hot 
metal particles, insulation against radiant heat.
Use:

Protective cuffs for flame-cutting and welding machines.

Dimensions adjusted on request.

GoodPRO FR technological equipment protection

Protective covers and insulation cuffs for machinery, hydraulic and electric 
installation. Protection against open flame, radiant heat and molten metal 
splash. Optionally can be used as a thermal insulation. Protection of flame-
cutting machines, robots and automatic equipment as well as motor and 
exhaust insulation.

1011

1011

1000
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GoodPRO FR protective fabrics

GoodPRO FR heat- resistant fabrics:

Temperature Order No. Type Material Width Use

  150 ºC 9015 TEX 350 cotton 1,5 m screens, curtains, insulating washers
  260 ºC 9058 Thermoglass glass + silicone coating 1 m screens, curtains, insulating washers, cuffs

  400 ºC 9001 A 600 aramid 1 m curtains, washers, gloves
  600 ºC 9017 640/100 C glass /carbon 1 m protective blankets, weldment covers
  800 ºC 9079 isoTHERM800 glass 1 m protective blankets, weldment covers, cuffs
1000 ºC 9112 isoTHERM1000 glass 1 m protective blankets, weldment covers, cuffs
1100 ºC 9046 Silica silicate 0,9 m protective blankets, weldment covers, cuffs

GoodPRO FR fabrics against radiant heat (with aluminized layer)

Temperature Order No. Type Material Width Use

400 ºC 9003 A370AL aramid 1 m screens, machinery protection
400 ºC 9004 AC480AL aramid/carbon 1 m screens, machinery protection

600 ºC 9052 Econet 500 AL glass 0,9 /1,8 m screens, machinery protection

GoodPRO FR protective garments for use in burning kilns

Protective suits for special use in extreme hot environments, for example in 
burning and drying kilns with temperatures up to 250°C. For maintenance or 
repairs we recommend to use protective suits such as  GoodPRO HR2 FireFly 

(pg. 31), GoodPRO HR3 Petr (pg. 27) and suits from line GoodPRO line HR 

(pg. 34) which protect the 
wearer against extreme radiant, 
convective and contact heat and 
against impact of open flame.
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Sizes of FR suits and gloves GoodPRO

Body height – men ( cm) 158 – 170 170 – 182 182 – 194

Body height – women ( cm) 158 - 164 164 - 170 170 – 176

Marking of sizes I 
(short)

 II  
(regular)

III 
(long)

Body height 164 – 170 170- 176 176 – 182 182 – 188 188 - 194

Marking of sizes 170 176 182 188 194

MEN 

Chest (cm) 84 - 88 88 - 92 92 - 96 96 - 100 100 - 104 104 - 108 108 - 112 112 - 116 116 – 120 120 - 124 124 – 128 128 – 132

Waist (cm) 68 - 72 72 – 76 80 – 84 84 – 88 88 – 92 96 – 100 100 – 104 104 – 108 112 – 116 116 – 120 120 - 124 124 - 128

Size 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

Size S M L XL XXL XXXL

WOMEN

Chest (cm) 76 - 80 80 - 84 84 - 88 88 - 92 92 - 96 96 - 100 100 - 104 104 - 108 108 - 112 112 - 116 116 - 120 120 - 124

Waist (cm) 56 - 60 60 - 64 64 - 68 68 - 72 72 - 76 76 - 80 84 – 88 88 – 92 92 - 96 96 – 100 100 – 104 104 – 108

Size 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

Size XS S M L XL XXL

Table of sizes of protective working suits according EN ISO 13688

Table of 3 height groups

Table of 5 height groups

Table of sizes of gloves in according EN 420

Notes:

Size of hand (inch - “) 6 7 8 9 10 11

Girth of hand (mm) 152 178 203 229 254 279

Length of hand - a: (mm) 160 171 182 192 204 215

Size of gloves 6 7 8 9 10 11

Minimal length of gloves (mm) 220 230 240 250 260 270
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Suits

EN ISO 13688 Protective clothing — General requirements.

A B C D E F

A - limited flame spread (level A1 - A2). 
B - convective heat (level B1 - B3). 
C - radiant heat (level C1 - C4). 
D - molten aluminium splash (level D1 - D3). 
E - molten iron splash (level E1 - E3). 
F - contact heat (level F1 - F3).

EN ISO 11612 Protective clothing -- Clothing to protect against heat and flame.

EN ISO 14116 Protective clothing -- Protection against flame -- Limited flame spread materials, 
material assemblies and clothing.

EN ISO 11611 Protective clothing for use in welding and allied processes.

EN 1149-5 Protective clothing - Electrostatic properties.

EN 13034+A1 Protective clothing against liquid chemicals. Performance requirements for chemical 
protective clothing offering limited protective performance against liquid chemicals 
(Type 6 and Type PB [6] equipment).

EN ISO 20471 High visibility clothing -- Test methods and requirements.

EN 61482-1-2 Live working - Protective clothing against the thermal hazards of an electric arc.

EN 14058 Protective clothing - Garments for protection against cool environments.

EN 343 Protective clothing - Protection against rain.

EN 1486 Protective clothing for fire-fighters - Test methods and requirements for reflective 
clothing for specialised fire-fighting.

EN 13911 Protective clothing for firefighters - Requirements and test methods for fire hoods for 
firefighters.

EN standards
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EN 407 Protective gloves against thermal risks (heat and/or fire).

X X X X X X
Resistance to flammability (level 1 - 4). 
Contact heat (level 1 - 4). 
Convective heat (level 1 - 4). 
Radiant heat (level 1 - 4). 
Small splashes of molten metal (level 1 - 4). 
Large splashes of molten metal (level 1 - 4).

EN 420+A1 Protective gloves – General requirements and test methods.

EN 12477 Protective gloves for welders.

Gloves

DuPont™, KEVLAR®, NOMEX®, PANOX® registered trademarks of company E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.  
KEVLAR®, NOMEX®, PANOX® brand fibers are produced by DuPont™.

KERMEL® is registered trademark of company Kermel.

TWARON® is registered trademark of company TeijinAramid‘s.

PROBAN® is registered trademark of company Albright & Wilson UK Limited.

Lenzing FR® is registered trademark of company Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft.

DEVOLD® is registered trademark of company Devold of Norway AS.

DUAL MIRROR® is registered trademark of company Gentex Corporation.

Vochoc® is registered trademark of company Vochoc s.r.o.

GoodPRO® is registered trademark of company Vochoc s.r.o.

Registered trademarks

Shields

EN 166 Personal eye-protection - Specifications.

EN 1731 Personal eye protection - Mesh eye and face protectors.

Helmets

EN 397+A1 Industrial safety helmets.

EN 388 Protective gloves against mechanical risks.

X X X X 
Resistance to abrasion (level 1 - 4). 
Blade cut resistance (level 1 - 5). 
Tear resistance (level 1 - 4). 
Puncture resistance (level 1 - 4). 

EN standards
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